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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

Who’s that caped crusader? Is CJR going to try and fly like a bird?

Stefan and Aoife covered the 
MFish Operational Plan for this 
season, which has the fishing 

The squid pre-season vessel related mortality limit set at 81 
operator's 2007/08 briefing was sea lions. They were comfortable 
held in late November in with the new discount factor 

From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross, Christchurch. This annual meet- (increased survivability due to 
MBE (Mighty Big Eater) ing was first carried out in 2006 compliant SLEDs) now lifted 

and has proved to be a great way from 20% to 35%.  The increase 
of recapping issues  raised during I wish I had stayed over in South America! is significant and shows we are 
the previous season and briefing  The holiday is certainly over - I am only on the right track with SLEDs. 
seabird and sea lion information back five minutes and all hell has broken Fisheries officers and MFish 
for the up and coming season.loose. Big Jim, is ruffling more than a few observers will again inspect 

feathers with talk of gazette notices for offal SLEDs at random during port Fleet and vessel managers were 
control and mitigation measures. The calls and onboard, observer briefed by Richard Wells from the 
chattering classes seem to be hitting coverage is likely to be around DWG in the morning, then  by 
fishermen with everything they have all at 40% again. Johanna gave us Aoife Martin and Stefan Leslie  
once. plenty of information around the (MFish) and Johanna Pierre 

importance of the behavioural (DoC) in the afternoon. With the The flock are worried all the free feeds are 
and migration patterns of the release of the MFish Operational going to dry up, and all this worry is 
seabirds which are most Plan for the SQU6T fishery along affecting the start of my mating season. 
abundant around the squid fleet. with issues around the improved Mabel tells me I have to spend more time 
What was encouraging was the SLED audits and improving the thinking about courtship and less time 
lower number of dead seabirds overall management of the fishery thinking about why MFish are trying to rush 
returned by observers over the there was plenty to cover. Richard in ill-conceived regulatory notices by 
last three seasons which, with covered the importance of SLEDs Christmas. Well Mabel you only have to tell 
increasing MFish observer as a method that does work to me once, what! 
coverage over those seasons, reduce sea lion bycatch. If 

Chapman Petrel & Shearwater, my legal had reduced from 270 in 2005 to p r o p e r l y  m a i n t a i n e d  a n d  
advisors, are licking their “beaks”. They 100 in 2007.deployed SLEDs should reduce 
can see lots of “Xmas cheer” coming their the capture of 
way if the chattering classes continue their sea l ions to 
strong arm bully-boy tactics, breaking almost zero. 
down all the good work done thus far! Why, S o m e  
after 2 years of open operational i n t e r e s t i n g  
collaboration between MFish, DoC & the u n d e r w a t e r  
DWG, which has produced great results, footage was 
would you then try to introduce bad shown of the 
regulatory notices without first working SLED in action. 
with the operational team mentioned Offal control 
above to ensure its success? Things work measures were 
better with a team approach to resolve the reinforced as 
issues at hand instead of fighting over t h e  b e s t  
differences in policy. I suppose a seabird m i t i g a t i o n  
can only play in the shark's tank for so long measures for 
before it attacks and there's shit and the reduction in 
feathers all over the place! s e a b i r d  

c a p t u r e s .  On a lighter note, the seabird's best friend, 
Information on Christopher Robertson has been 
f i s h m e a l i n g  celebrated with an honorary doctorate 
and mincing from Victoria University, congratulations to 
w e r e  a l s o  him from all the cousins here. 
d i s c u s s e d .  

Chow Albert

DWG  December Squid Pre-season 
Briefing

 



Albert Times 2007 year

As this is the last issue for the year, I 
thought we would do a summary of 
past articles: 

th
Feb  saw the 500  chick “Toroa”, 
hatched at Taiaroa Head, currently off 
the west coast of Chile. Richard Wells 
(DWG) along with Janice Molloy from 
SSS went to South America to attend 
the first fisheries forum on seabird 

nd
reductions, in Brazil. The 2  version of 
the VMP was also released.

March - Christopher Robertson was 
voted in by the “flock” as the first 
inductee into Albert's hall of fame. Tom 
Chatterton (MFish) wrote of his 

April- Rick Guild & John Perham increased reporting and improved attendance at the squid season vessel 
tested the 'SCUD' (seabird control onboard management practices.operators briefing and how MFish 
unit device). The device clamps needed to get the specs right for Sept- Maurice Prendeville told us 
around the warp wire and maintains mitigation devices how the San Waitaki has developed 
it position on the water’s surface, 

the bird baffler  “Burka” into a seabird 
deflecting birds away from the warp. 

mitigation device that best suits the 
John Cleal wrote about how the 

vessel’s fishing operations. Dave 
numbers of seabirds returned for ndKellian was the 2  person voted into 
autopsy had decreased in the squid 

Albert's Hall of fame for his work in 
fishery from 470 in 2005 down to 100 

helping seabirds.
in 2007.

Oct- SSS held a trawling workshop in 
May- DoC funded mincing trials on 

Tauranga. Richard Wells wrote of 
the Sur Este 707, South East 

great guest speakers and all round 
Resources Ltd (SERL) - this 

positive outcomes. SITO, MFish, 
investment paid off with SERL 

DoC and the DWG developed a 
winning the SSS seabird smart 

seabird and marine mammal rdawards for 2007. The 3  version of 
learning resource, for delivery to the 

the VMP was released, upgrading 
deep-water fleet prior to the squid 

the VMP to year-round seabird 
season.

operational procedures.  
thNov- Toroa the 500  chick “ hatched 

June- The DWG crowed about its 
at Taiaroa Head, was fitted with a 

achievements to date in the squid 
transmitter and then tracked to Chile. 

fishery. A summary of risks faced by 
Rick Guild (fisheries observer) 

seabirds when interacting with 
commented about mincing and how 

fishing gear was explained. 
he felt it was making a difference.

July- Greg Lydon (SeaFIC) wrote of 
Keep the entries coming for the 

his seabird observations while out on 
“Which Cousin of mine is this” 

the Amaltal Enterprise on the 
competition, some great prizes there 

Chatham Rise. Mike Jackman (ex-
to give away each month. 

captain Paerangi) wrote of his 
There won't be a Jan issue, Albert's 

seabird experiences and changes in 
too full of Christmas cheer, what, 

the way fisherman carry out their 
hiccup!  Also thanks to those who 

work to reduce seabird captures.
wrote articles during the year. While I 

Aug- Suze Baird (NIWA) crunched was going over past issues I thought I 
the numbers and gave us her might as well include my favourite 
thoughts on what the seabird data is cartoon. Thanks to the Albert Times 
telling us. The new VMP (V3) has team; Penny, Anna and Darryl. Merry 

Christmas and good fishing to all, 
Chow  Albert

WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

The cousin of last month:
White Chinned Petrel

This months cousin is scoring a 
“free feed” to take back to its chick 

on Disappointment Island, NZ.

If you know the name of this bird then email 
your answer, name, postal address and date 

of publication to albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross cap and  
a copy of the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”
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